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Objective
The objective for the Community Output of the DISCO project was to create a community which unites teachers
across Europe and establish a social platform where colleagues and peers can share information, knowledge,
expertise, tips, and ask advice from a high-quality, high-expertise professional network. The ambition was to add
a social aspect to the European Learning Platform for Teachers, and also allow for additional content generation
and discussions. The ideal envisioned result was a genuinely connected and self-sustaining community gathered
around www.SecondChanceEducation.eu which supports one another with relevant tips, tricks, resources, and
experiences.
Our goal, formulated at in the project application, was as follows:
Goal: community of 250+ members + Four new topics per week to encourage discussion
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Background/Research
An approach was developed based on desk research, in which Needs of European second chance practitioners
were assessed, and desired means of collaboration and contributions were examined. The results, below, were
the basis for our further strategy.
Needs:
•
•
•
•

Collaborate with other teachers (20%)
Improve professional competences (18%)
Connect with other teachers across Europe (16,97%)
Development of EU projects and twinning between schools (16,97%)

How would they want to collaborate?
•
•
•
•

to improve your teaching skill (24%)
to stay up-to-date on education initiatives across Europe & European-level initiatives for schools (23%)
to find new training materials (21%)
to share pedagogical methodologies (17%)

What would they like to contribute?
• discussing your opinions with other members (40%)
• sharing resources and learning tools (39%)

What content will we offer?
•
•
•
•

Training materials
Learning methods & Good practices
Mobility tips
Discussions: focused on gathering more content and building the community
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Approach
The approach of the DISCO consortium was to utilize existing social media platforms: go where people already
are. Rather than adding a barrier or threshold to communicating by for example requiring a new user account to
be created on the DISCO platform, it was decided to create DISCO/SecondChanceEducation profiles on existing
social media networks Facebook and Twitter. The intention with this move was to enable easy access to our
profiles, and facilitate the organic growth of a like-minded community of second chance education practitioners:
lifelong learning, prison education, migrant/refugee experts, policymakers, students, teachers.
More specifically, the social media channels were approached by an editorial team with three objectives: 1) to
spark engagement and discussion within the group, 2) share content from the platform to encourage visits to the
site, and 3) share current events or news articles. The initial posts primarily had the intention of sharing content
from the website and attempting to pique the interest of readers, who could then also become full users of the
site - attending webinars, making use of good practices and trainings, or signing up and using the Mobility
Handbook. The responses to these posts were, however, minimal - on average 40 people were reached and no
comments were placed. Many of these posts posed specific questions, aiming to engage the community members
- i.e. “What do you do to feel fine before starting a mobility trajectory?” or “Education and its best practices are
constantly evolving - do you have a favourite, trusted best practice?” - but fell short of the intended outcome.
As time progressed, the in-built statistical insights tools of the various technologies used were explored
(Facebook: Insights, Twitter: Analytics, Buffer: Social Media Report Card). Through this data it was possible to
see which posts were more popular, and thus adjust our strategy to what we saw happening “in the field”. It was
recognised that posts containing images and status updates were generally more popular on Facebook, while
popular Twitter posts also included status updates and news links.
Building on this data, and combining it with original content, the team embarked on a Mobility series. During
the mobility trajectories of the project, 4 partner organisations hosted young NEETs on an internship opportunity
and recorded their experiences. Facebook posts were made by the individual partners with images and
descriptions of their tasks, also some student voices were amplified. As an attempt to wrap it all up and provide
some points of reflection both for the partners but also for our community members, the 4 partner organisations
each wrote a conclusion of their experience. These Mobility posts and conclusions were compiled and added to
the www.SecondChanceEducation.eu Mobility section.
During the Final Conference, the team also livestreamed a large part of the proceedings. This was done to allow
the members of our community who could not be present themselves to follow the presentations. In the end,
1h16m of the conference were recorded and this video is available for all to watch on our Facebook page, which
attracted 138 views.
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Results/Impact
Selected statistics to demonstrate the results/impact of the community activities:
• Over 300 Facebook posts reaching on average 300 people per post
• Best reach of a post was over 11,000 Facebook users (Final Conference event)
• Approx. 250 Tweets reaching on average 3480 Impressions (=views)
• Best reach of a Tweet was 484 Impressions, with 8 engagements (retweets, like, detail expand & link clicks) /
Last 28 days Twitter 4000 Impressions, 1.4% Engagement rate
• Facebook: 245 page likes + Twitter: 70 followers = 315 total community, and growing
• Each Newsletter was sent to approx. 2500 people (through direct subscribers and partner networks)
Webinars were offered in each Newsletter
The overall impact has been positive: the team has established the foundations of a network. It was envisioned
that once the DISCO project comes to an end, active members of the community could be asked to keep it alive
and so the community would become self-sustaining - this, however, is difficult when engagement levels are so
low.
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Difficulties
Not all teachers are fans of social media, or savvy with digital technologies. Despite the proliferation of handheld
devices (smartphones and tablets), it remains tricky to utilize them for productive purposes, and there is still
some resistance to this idea amongst (some) educators. Additionally, there are many delicate situations to
negotiate with online communications which complicate the matter: some districts have banned teachers from
befriending their students altogether on social media (New York City Department of Education, NYCDOE:
http://www.zdnet.com/article/nyc-bans-teachers-from-facebook-friending-students/). According to a recent
study, 61% of educators have a FB account, while only 18% of these use their account to communicate with
other educators, and 12% use it to communicate with students. These figures make it clear that there is a long
way to go before a significant percentage of teachers embrace the possibilities offered by social media.
Teachers do not always have the skills needed to take full advantage of the opportunities of social media, and
other edtech -- which may be partly responsible for the situation described above. The
www.SecondChanceEducation.eu platform contains a number of resources and guides supporting teachers with
various technologies, and several guides have also been shared with the community over social media channels.
The reactions to these guides tend to be positive (evidenced through likes and shares), indicating that there is a
desire for practitioners to read up and learn. Time is also a factor: if tools are quick and easy to setup and
understand, they are more likely to be used, but this ease of use may not offer as full a set of tools or functions as
may be preferable.
A fundamental issue which caused us some adversity was the nature of social media itself. Social Media is not
built for in-depth topics, but geared towards “likeable” and “shareable” content. Images and videos, memes and
quotes are the most shared items ever (see
https://www.buzzfeed.com/mrloganrhoades/themostsharedfacebookposts2014?utm_term=.heoPXoOWEM#.qal9
LoE3DQ + https://blog.crowdtangle.com/the-10-biggest-facebook-posts-of-2015-4f76bab5c2d5#.8y370dafi).
Numerous guides and articles exist on how to drive engagement on social media pages, but mostly they focus on
actions or tactics which are hard to implement in our educational context: recommendations include give-aways,
competitions, featuring of user content, and crowdsourcing image or video captions. We did attempt to apply
some of the techniques within the community such as posing questions to invite discussion, but as already
mentioned the results were not overly positive.
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In our specific context, it was interesting to observe that an image of the team in front of a Heerlen Mural
(14/01/2016) was popular with 823 views, 40 likes/comments/shares and 196 post clicks.

By comparison, a post promoting content from the platform (19/01/2016) received 20 views, only 1
like/comment/share, and 0 post clicks.
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Another popular post was the sharing our Newsletter: the post reached 288 people, 14 likes/comments/shares and
15 post clicks.

The sharing of our Photo album from the Conference was also popular: 276 people reached, 24
likes/comments/shares, and 408 post clicks.
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Conclusions/Recommendations
In conclusion, the foundations of a powerful and future second chance education community have been laid. The
community was established to support the users of the platform www.SecondChanceEducation.eu (the one-stop
shop for teachers/ trainers, educators and mobility participants alike). Providing a social arena for colleagues and
peers to connect and discover new resources, news, and reports is a positive thing, and the statistics are evidence
that a large group of people are following the project activities.
In terms of the original goals of encouraging discussion, creating a network of deeply connected members and a
self-sustaining community, it must be recognised that there were some shortcomings. Perhaps the social media
channels chosen are simply not the right format for the type of in-depth discussions which we envisioned, and
not the place where educators go to discuss work-related issues.
One way to combat this would be to develop a FORUM on the platform itself www.SecondChanceEducation.eu
offering the possibility of doing either live chats with an expert or a “normal” forum where members can also
pose their own questions, start their own topic threads and so on.
Another trend to consider is the proliferation of handheld/mobile devices and specialized apps which seem to be
conquering the market: perhaps a Second Chance Education DISCUSSION APP which links seamlessly to
Twitter & Facebook (allowing Share/Like/Comment functions) could be developed.
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A European wide online platform for second chance education is built as knowledge and
quality center. The developed tools create the opportunity to think and act borderless in
European second chance education. The center will upgrade national developments to a
European, transversal, setting: further education of teachers, qualitative benchmarking of
schools, tools for working with beneficiaries and validation international placements are
at the heart of the center.

Results
•

An online grading system for good practices in second chance education to prosper European exchange
of the best tools, methods and curricula

•

An online assessment tool for (continuous) organizational benchmarking and improvement of second
chance education providers

•

A tailor-made e-portfolio tool to validate (international) placements in second chance education

•

An user driven and demand led European community of teachers and trainers to share and create a
European area of second chance education

•

A training database for continuous education for teachers/trainers to prosper competence development,
increasing knowledge and sharing of ideas

•

A self-assessment tool for teachers/trainers in second chance education for personal reflection and
professional development
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